Identity and Access Management

Organizations depend on IT to secure its data and protect the enterprise. As workforces grow and users become increasingly mobile, connecting to resources on multiple devices from global locations presents unique challenges. Protecting data, access to enterprise resources and identities themselves while providing fast, seamless, and secure access to the appropriate resources is critical.

The need for a robust Identity and Access Management (IAM) strategy that supports enterprise security goals is an integral part of enterprise IT. IAM governs and controls user access to data on the platforms that comprise your critical business infrastructure. Trace3 offers innovative, next-generation Identity Management and Security solutions that can lower your operating costs while mitigating risk, improving security and performance.

IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Our strategy experts will work with your business and technology stakeholders to build or enhance your IAM program. Whether you need to enhance your program maturity posture, create a policy and technology roadmap that enables an enduring capability, or ensure that your IAM program is integrated with enterprise risk mitigation and controls, our strategist's real-world experiences will help accelerate your program.

IDENTITY GOVERNANCE
Armed with extensive IAM knowledge our team develops robust solutions to ensure your governance, risk, and compliance concerns are addressed to optimize your IAM program’s contribution to corporate security goals. Whether its enabling automation to provision and deprovision users efficiently or creation and implementation of policies, roles and entitlements, our experts guide you through the coordination needed between application teams, data custodians, and compliance stakeholders.

PRIVILEGED ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Aligned with industry-leading best practices our security team designs solutions that protect against data breaches, undetected cyberattacks, and an inability to control the use of privileged accounts. Empower and protect your business with the ability to identify, track, and reduce insider threats as well as detect and prevent threats originating from compromised or dormant credentials, or malware introduced as a result of poor operational security practices.

AUTHENTICATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES
With industry leading authentication and access management tools, our experts will guide you to enable your users to access enterprise systems, services, data, and information seamlessly and securely, no matter where they are in the world.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS + ELITE CONSULTING SERVICES = EFFECTIVE SECURITY OUTCOMES
We have a plan to help your organization design and implement a Privileged Access Management solution to grow faster, minimize costs, and operate your business efficiently and securely.

To learn more about our Identity and Access Management solutions visit www.trace3.com/security